, "Funneling and guiding effects in ultrathin aSi-H solar cells using one-dimensional dielectric subwavelength gratings," J. Photon. Abstract. Ultrathin amorphous silicon hydrogenated (aSi-H) solar cells grown on a one-dimensional (1-D) dielectric subwavelength gratings improve the short circuit current by a factor of more than 51% when compared with conventional, flat ultrathin aSi-H devices. This improvement is possible due to several mechanisms. In addition the increase in exposed area caused by the nanostructured surface, a reliable computational electromagnetic evaluation of the interaction of the solar spectrum with the cell structure demonstrates that absorption at the active layer is enhanced and also reflectivity is decreased. In addition, the absorbed power at the nonactive layers is larger, helping to increase the temperature and mitigate the Staebler-Wronski effect. The detailed analysis of the power flux inside the structure has also shown that funneling and guiding mechanism are at play, increasing the optical path within the active layer that produces a better performance of the cell.
Introduction
Amorphous silicon hydrogenated (aSi-H) solar cells are extensively studied using both modeling and experimental approaches, reporting conversion efficiency larger than 10%. 1 Although these values are well below the record efficiencies in solar photovoltaic conversion, this type of solar cells represents a low-cost solution. The thickness of the active layer in commercial aSi-H solar cells is established around 350 nm. However, ultrathin aSi-H solar cells (with i-aSi-H active layer thickness 150 nm or lower) present advantages in terms of its cost-effectiveness compared with bulk crystalline-based technologies. In addition, this technology could be applied to flexible and lightweight designs, using smaller quantities of materials. 2 The enhancement of its performance is still driving research efforts to make aSi-H solar cells competitive against other solar cell technologies. Actually, two major challenges need to be properly addressed to obtain better performance aSi-H thin and ultrathin film solar cells: a quantitative increase in absorption leading to large photogeneration of charge carriers and a reduction of the Staebler-Wronski effects (SWE) appearing in this material. 3 Several light trapping geometries and plasmonic effects are proposed to enhance the absorption in solar cells. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The analysis of the performance has to take into account not only the active layer where photogeneration is produced but also the auxiliary layers including electric contacts. These layers are of importance when considering the overall performance of the cell and cannot be neglected or forgotten in the modeling and simulation. Actually, an easy way to improve performance and increase absorption at the active layer is to decrease the thickness of the front ITO contact combined with the use of plasmonic nanoparticles or structures. This reduction in thickness is justified to take advantage of the near-field enhancement associated with plasmonic structures and also to reduce the absorption within this layer. However, thickness values below 30 nm may compromise the front-contact conductivity. 9 Also, n-and p-Si buffer layers are relevant when calculating the optical absorption at the active intrinsic layer and the total absorption of the whole multilayer structure. Finally, the proposal has to be simple and able to be fabricated to allow its development and practical use. Therefore, sophisticated structures could lead to larger efficiency but remain beyond practical realization. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] In this contribution, we cover all these previous issues. First, we have included every layer in the cell, considering those dimensions previously reported for optimized flat and textured cells. 6 Our simulations have been done using COMSOL multiphysics and incorporating the available material optical properties. The proposed geometry is extruded from a one-dimensional (1-D) profile that uses silicon nitride (Si 3 N 4 ) to pattern the proposed structure. This geometry is applied to the substrate, and the multilayer solar cell arrangement is conformally grown on it. From a simple geometrical point of view, the proposed geometry increases the exposed area of the cell, and at the same time, maintains a small thickness that helps to collect photogenerated carriers before they are trapped or recombined in defect sites, or scattered away from the active layer. The results obtained from our simulations are tested positively and compared with previous experimental findings and modeled designs. At the same time, we considered that the fabrication of the proposed structure can be realized using various techniques such as nanoimprint and etching process, and optical-or electron-beam based lithographic techniques, which are suitable for large area fabrication and produce structures having an aspect ratio similar to those proposed in this contribution. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Section 2 establishes the reference results obtained from the computational electromagnetic model of the ultrathin aSi-H structure and serves as a benchmark to validate the model. The proposed 1-D nanostructure is presented in Sec. 3. Section 4 describes how this structure is optimized, maximizing the short circuit current, by changing the geometric parameters of the 1-D profile and by choosing the appropriate material for the patterned scaffold. The optimization of the structure by maximizing short circuit current is reported by most of studies that deals with similar approaches. [20] [21] [22] This is done because the short circuit current is a parameter that is easily related to enhancement in the absorption efficiency caused by light trapping mechanisms. The explanation of the enhanced performance in terms of funneling and guiding mechanisms is given in Sec. 5. Finally, Sec. 6 summarizes the main conclusions of this contribution.
Computational Electromagnetism Applied to aSi-H Solar Cells
An aSi-H thin film solar cell has a multilayer structure that is organized from bottom to top as follows [see Fig. 1(a) ]: Ag/AZO/n-aSi-H/i-aSi-H/p-aSi-H/ITO, where the back contact layer is made of Ag. AZO denotes the aluminum zinc oxide buffer layer that prevents the diffusion of the back contact metal into the semiconductor layer. The junction layers pin-aSi-H are arranged to have the p-and n-layers establishing an internal electric field that collects the photogenerated carriers at the i-aSi-H active layer. These layers also reduce resistivity losses by forming ohmic contacts between the intrinsic layer and the collecting contacts. Finally, ITO corresponds with the indium tin oxide that is the transparent front contact layer. The optical constants used in our calculations have been extracted from Vora et al. 6 The spectral absorption rate can be calculated as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 1 1 6 ; 1 8 9
where ω is the angular frequency of the incoming radiation, ε 0 0 is the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity of the material, and EðωÞ is the electric field. The absorption rate is defined as the ratio of the absorbed power to the incident power and can be used to calculate the absorptance at each individual layer of the cell. Actually, this absorption is made by integrating over the interaction volume of each layer. As far as we are interested in optical absorption at the i-aSi-H layer for an incoming broadband radiation, we need to evaluate this absorbed power density as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 1 1 6 ; 4 9 5
where Φ AM1.5 ðωÞ is the spectral irradiance as a function of frequency. 23 Although Eqs. (1) and (2) are given in terms of the angular frequency, it is also customary in optics to express spectral characteristics in terms of the wavelength, λ. In a solar cell, we are also interested in knowing the short circuit current, J SC , circulating through the structure as a function of the solar irradiance. This parameter is the one that we need to improve when optimizing a solar cell structure. Assuming that each absorbed photon will create one electron-hole pair contributing to the short circuit current, J SC can be given in terms of the wavelength as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 1 1 6 ; 3 7 7
where q is the electron charge, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and h is the Planck's constant. The absorption term, AðλÞ, in Eq. (3) refers to the absorption at the i-aSi-H active layer, where the photocurrent is generated. The absorbed power at the other layers of the cell is mainly converted as heat due to dissipative losses and recombination due to the short diffusion length and low mobility of minority carrier, and to the high density of defect states. 6, [24] [25] [26] [27] Our simulation model has been tested by calculating the spectral absorption at each individual layer for the following structure: Ag 200 nm/AZO 100 nm/n-aSi-H 22.5 nm/i-aSi-H 350 nm/ p-aSi-H 17.5 nm/ITO 70 nm, where the numbers represent the thickness of each layer. The results are presented in Fig. 1(b) , and the obtained short circuit current is J SC ¼ 11.7 mA∕cm 2 , which is the same result given by Vora et al. 6 The absorbed power at each layer depends on its optical properties and thickness, and it is limited by its band gap, so different material with different optical properties and arranged with different thicknesses absorb light differently. [28] [29] [30] [31] In addition, the absolute amount of absorbed light at a given layer depends on the amount of light that is actually reaching it. These reasons explain the different contributions to the absorbed power along the cell structure. Then, after validating our model against previous results, 6 we have considered an ultrathin aSi-H solar cell structure with the following parameters: Ag 200 nm/AZO 15 nm/n-aSi-H 22.5 nm/i-aSi-H 150 nm/p-aSi-H 17.5 nm/ITO 70 nm, where the thickness of the active layer is reduced to only 150 nm. This thinner active layer will reduce the effect of defect states on the cell performance. 32 In this ultra-thin structure we also reduce the thickness of the AZO layer to facilitate the conformal deposition of other layers. The spectral absorption in the i-aSi-H layer for this structure is shown in Fig. 1(b) , which accounts for only J SC ¼ 8.98 mA∕cm 2 . This low value is due to the reduction of the thickness of the active layer. In addition, optical power reaches the back layers that also contribute to the reduction in absorption.
One-Dimensional Nanostructure Profile for aSi-H Cells
Texturing the geometry of the front or back contacts at the nanoscale has been proposed to enhance the trapping of light inside the active layer of the cell. This approach requires the combination of an optimum geometry and an appropriate material choice compatible with the cell structure, maintaining a good optical and electric behavior. One of the simplest solutions is to extrude, or elongate, an 1-D profile with the easiest possible geometry and parameterization. Our first choice of material to work as a scaffolding of this structure has been Si 3 N 4 . This dielectric material is used to create a textured surface over the back contact of the structure. Once this nanostructure is built, it can act as a pattern to grow the multilayer cell arrangement conformally. One of the reasons why this approach is advantageous for solar cells is the increase in exposed surface when considering this geometry. In addition to that, light traveling along the active ultrathin layer propagates longer and will be better absorbed than for flat, unstructured ultrathin cell. To illustrate this fact, we may analyze the increase in exposed area when having a triangular shape with the following geometrical parameters: H is the height of the triangular shape, B w is the transverse width of the triangle (length of the base), and p is the repetition period. For a structured surface, we replace the flat interface by a triangular profile. The new width of the exposed profile will be B w plus the sum of layers on both sides of the grating (AZO-n-aSi-H and i-aSi-H), over a period p. This value is equal to 375 nm. These geometrical parameters are shown in Fig. 2(a) . The new length of the profile will be E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 1 1 6 ; 4 5 3 which should be compared with p to obtain the increasing in the exposed area that is proportional to L∕p. Just by considering this parameter, the optimization of the nanostructure produces high aspect ratio geometries that may become difficult to fabricate. Therefore, this approach has to be combined with a detailed calculation of the interaction between light and active realizable structures. Figure 2 (a) shows three profiles of the textured structure in the XY plane. The one on the left is a pointed triangular shape that has its culprit rounded in the second geometry. This geometry is closer to the one that could actually be fabricated. However, the replacement of the pointed triangle by a rounded tip is not very significant in the overall performance of the structures. The third geometry has a trapezoidal shape. In Fig. 2(b) ,
When considering the spectral absorption of the structure, the unit cell will be illuminated with an irradiance distribution that follows a model of the solar spectrum given by the spectral irradiance function, Φ AM1.5 ðλÞ. 23 From Fig. 1(b) , we can see that absorption is happening at every layer of the cell, especially at the front layers where the irradiance is higher. The absorption enhancement in the i-aSi-H layer will mainly contribute to the photogenerated current. However, the parasitic absorption enhancement in other layers will be dissipated as heat, which will reinforce a self-annealing mechanism of the device leading to a reduction of the SWE.
Optimization
Until here, we have discussed the advantage of the 1-D elongated dielectric structure in light trapping and SWE defects repair, now we discuss the optimization of the structure when changing the geometric parameters and the material choice. Although we select the triangular shape for the optimization process, we checked the validity of this optimization for other shapes (rectangular and trapezoidal). To ease the first optimization step, we fix the grating height at H ¼ 300 nm as a starting value, then make the optimization process for the grating base width (B w ) and grating separation, S. These geometrical parameters are related as p ¼ S þ B w , where p is the profile period. In Fig. 3(a) , we have calculated optimum values for the geometrical profile B w ¼ 150 nm and S ¼ 650 nm. At the same time, there exists other combinations of S and B w providing values close to the maximum one, as it has been denoted with circles at Fig. 3(a) . Then, it should be possible to choose geometric parameters complying better with fabrication constrains. This optimization shows that not only an increase in the exposed surface area is important. Only after evaluating the interaction of the incoming light with the materials and geometries expressed here is it possible to optimize the short circuit current circulating across the cell. Figure 3(b) shows the enhancement in the surface area exposed to light, with changing the same geometrical parameters, while fixing the height at 1800 nm. Although the optimum geometric values for the short circuit current and for the maximum surface area are close, they are not coincident, meaning that the surface area is not the only parameter that controls the performance of the structure. Therefore, the material choice, the geometry of the structure, and the layer arrangement are determinant parameters when enhancing the performance of the device.
In the previous calculation, the height, H, was fixed at 300 nm to optimize other parameters (B w and S). Now, the optimization of the height is made by considering the optimized values of B w and S previously obtained for the triangular and trapezoidal cases. Using the previously presented model, we can evaluate numerically the dependence of J SC with respect to H. The results are shown in Fig. 3(c) , where J SC increases rapidly with H, until reaching a saturation level. This happens because most of the optical power is absorbed at the top portion of the nanostructure, and by increasing the height of the triangle, there is no substantial improvement of J SC when reaching the bottom of the structure. Actually, the saturation level occurs for values around 1800 nm for both geometries. When compared with the flat reference aSi-H, we can see that the nanostructure cell increases absorption by a factor of more than 51% for large H values, having a very similar dependence and values for the triangular and trapezoidal cases until reaching H ¼ 600 nm. Table 1 summarizes the short circuit current for the flat reference cell and optimized pattern cell for TE and TM polarization and average cases.
When dealing with low-cost solar cells, we should also pay attention to the dependence of its performance with respect to the angle of incidence. This is even more important when no active tracking is deployed. Typically, J SC decreases strongly when the angle of incidence is large. In addition, for the elongated structure proposed here, the dependence varies with the polarization state and the orientation of the plane of incidence with respect to the profile. Taking all these previous conditions and situations into consideration in Fig. 3(d) , we have plotted the values of J SC for the case of a nanostructured cell for two possible orientations of the plane of incidence.
In this same plot, we have also included the angle dependence obtained for a reference flat solar cell. 6 From these results, besides the wide angle of acceptance, we can see an increase in the short circuit current that reaches a maximum value of J SC ¼ 14.4 mA∕cm 2 and J SC ¼ 14.8 mA∕cm 2 for incidence within the YZ plane and for the XY plane of incidence cases, respectively. These results average the TE and TM polarization.
Effect of Different Materials When Applied to the Structure
Not only are the design and shape important parameters to optimize the performance of solar cells but also an appropriate choice of materials makes possible an improvement in the capabilities of the device. To show this, we have evaluated the performance of the structure when different materials are used for the fabrication of the grating pattern where the cell structure is deposited on. We have seen that a material with high n value and low k value performs better in this structure (being n and k the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction). A small k is responsible for less absorption at the scaffolding structure. A large value of n contributes to a better funneling because light propagation tends to be perpendicular to the interface, promoting better propagation within the active layer. To prove that, we have evaluated the short circuit current of the device using different materials for the grating: Ag, AZO, SiO 2 , and Si 3 N 4 .
As we pointed out previously, materials with high n values alter the electric field distribution at the interface and help to trap light inside the structure. At the same time, when computing the power available at each layer, materials with high k values will absorb more light and decrease the total amount of optical power available for absorption at the i-aSi-H layer. We calculated the absorption inside the grating for the proposed materials. Figure 4 (a) shows the spectral absorption inside the grating only, and the relative share of this absorption of the grating scaffold itself in the absorption process. The cell with optimized grating from Ag gives a short circuit current of J SC ¼ 12.66 mA∕cm 2 ; for AZO, we find a value of J SC ¼ 13.3 mA∕cm 2 ; for SiO 2 , the short circuit current is J SC ¼ 13.4 mA∕cm 2 ; and for Si 3 N 4 , we obtain J SC ¼ 13.64 mA∕cm 2 . These previous results already average the TE and TM polarization. The values of short circuit current for the cell using a grating of Si 3 N 4 , AZO, and SiO 2 are close to each other because the refractive index of them are similar, but AZO has little absorption and SiO 2 has lower refractive index. Then, following the previous reasoning and result, we find that Si 3 N 4 is the better choice to manufacture the proposed profile. In Fig. 4(a) , the metallic grating accounts for significant absorption in the effective absorption band of the cell (300 to 720 nm) showed by the vertical line, this absorption will decrease the total absorption efficiency of the cell, especially for the ultrathin layer arrangement optimized here. A broadband absorption behavior is shown in Fig. 4(b) , where the absorption at the i-aSi-H layer is higher than that of the reference flat cell at all wavelengths inside the absorbing band of the material, which extends from 200 to 800 nm.
As mentioned previously, the enhancement is not only in the i-aSi-H active layer but also in all other layers. In Fig. 4(c) , We show the absorbed power budget in each individual layer for different structures, and the portion of absorption that will be mostly generate a photocurrent. The total absorbed power in all layers and the absorbed power inside the i-aSi-H layer only are summerized in Table 2 . The significant absorption enhancement caused in nanostructured cell is shared by the ITO, p-, and n-aSi-H layers, producing heat by dissipation and recombination as shown in Fig. 4(b) . This heat will partially mitigate the SWE. 6, 33 The performance of the structure using different material for the grating profile can be explained by sweeping for the short circuit current in terms of the refractive index of the grating. This analysis can be done by considering a dielectric material with very low absorption, or no absorption, in the band of interest of the active layer material. This assumption is valid for many dielectric materials, and therefore, we can cancel the imaginary part of the refractive index and vary only for the real part. The results are shown in Fig. 4(d) , which will agree with our previous explanation. This plot shows that a value of 2.2 defines a change between high and low enhancements. This is one of the reasons for selecting Si 3 N 4 as appropriate material for these structures.
Funneling and Guiding Effects
Light funneling is one of the light trapping mechanisms, which is expected to be intensively applied to solar cell for performance improvements. Previous contributions show that this mechanism is at work in multilayer metal-dielectric structures. 34, 35 However, metallic layers combined with dielectric layers that can produce light funneling effects will account for both high reflections from the metal surface and high absorption inside the metal itself. In our case, we could produce a similar effect with high aspect ratio dielectric structures. Figure 5 shows the case of the optimized structure for three wavelengths and two orthogonal orientations of the electric field. These plots represent the Poynting vector flux. From these plots, we can check how the incoming flux move toward the structure and, at some specific wavelengths, light is guided within the active layer (see for example, the case of λ ¼ 630 nm in Fig. 5 ).
Conclusions
Low-cost solar cells, as those made with amorphous Si, can compete better with other technologies and improve its performance when including nanostructures properly adapted to the design and function of these elements. We have seen that an extruded profile that serves as a geometrical pattern to grow the solar cell layer improves notably the short circuit current delivered by the cell. The optimization of the proposed geometry has taken into account not only the typical layer deposition of aSi-H cells but also those constrains derived from a conformal deposition of the constituent layers of the cell. Then, the proposed improvement can be fabricated in two steps. In the first step, the grating scaffolding is built on a flat surface using the available techniques: e-beam lithography and etching, or nano-imprinting. After the relief is made, the thin or ultrathin aSi-H cell structure is successively deposited on it. This approach makes easier the nanostructuring of the surface of aSi-H cells because once the grating profile is made, the same standard deposition strategy used for flat surface solar cells can be applied to produce the final device. Then, nanostructuring is provided from the very beginning, avoiding a more delicate nanostructure patterning if applied to the last deposition of the already fabricated cell. Using computational electromagnetism tools, it is possible to evaluate the short circuit current delivered by a variety of designs and conditions. This capability has been used to optimize the geometrical parameters of the proposed designs, analyzing at the same time the intrinsic dependence with wavelength, polarization, relative orientation of the incidence plane, and angle of incidence. In all the proposed geometry and materials analysis, we have seen how the nanostructure is able to enhance the short circuit current well above the reference level of the flat solar cell. In addition, improving absorption at the intrinsic active i-aSi-H layer, the proposed geometry also increases absorption at other auxiliary layers that partially converts radiation into heat. This conversion can mitigate partially the defects caused by the SWE.
Summarizing the results of this contribution, we can say that nanostructuring the geometry of the cell produces an improvement of the performance of the cell that could make this low-cost technology better positioned in some areas and environments.
